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Millennials Til Midnight—Podcast’s Sweet Spot. For all the press podcasts receive, 
precious little is known about the audience that has made it one of the hottest trends in 
digital audio. As the industry gathered for its first Podcast Upfront in New York on Thursday, a 
new study put a light on the listeners and their consumption behavior, with a big nod toward 
younger audiences. The median age of podcast listeners is 30, compared to 45 for AM/FM 
radio and 57 for broadcast television networks, according to new research compiled by Pierre Bouvard, chief marketing officer 
of Cumulus Media and Westwood One. “This is definitely driven by millennials,” Bouvard said. The study, first reported by Ad 
Age, draws on a report from Ipsos and Edison Research. It found that middays and nights are podcasting’s primetime, with 29% 
of listening occurring from 7pm- midnight and 29% from 10am-3pm. Conversely, listening is lowest in radio drive times—20% 
takes place from 3pm-7pm and 17% from 6am-10am. “Our traditional view of primetime and radio is drive time or morning and 
afternoon,” Bouvard told Ad Age. “It’s really interesting that night is primetime [for podcast audiences]. Most listening is done at 
home, followed by work.” As with online radio, on-demand audio is increasingly a mobile-first activity. Half of the total time spent 
listening to podcasts occurs on mobile phones, followed by one-third on computers. The qualitative profile of its audience has 
drawn advertisers to podcasting, something the new study reinforces. More than six in ten podcast listeners (61%) work part or 
full time, and 55% have some college education or are college graduates. So what are they listening to? Personalities and talk 
shows account for 66% of listening, followed by news at 22%. “People aren’t listening to Pandora or robots,” Bouvard said. “They’re 
interested in people talking....This is a medium that lets you follow your passion, whatever that might be.”

Why Podcasters Must Learn To Keep Time. The overall appetite for podcasts may be robust, but that doesn’t mean all listeners 
are willing to sit through an entire show. The public’s “bite-size tendency” plays into podcast time spent as much as it does for radio, 
according to Steve Goldstein, the longtime radio programming exec who now operates podcast consultancy Amplifi Media. “There 
is a perception among podcast hosts that because people have gone through the process of selecting their podcast, listeners are 
automatically fans and thus the hosts can indulge the audience with impunity,” Goldstein wrote in a blog post, adding that this is 
hardly the case. “In a time-starved world and an ever-increasing excess of content clamoring for attention, even after selecting to 
listen to a podcast, many listeners will [not] sit through content that does not connect.” Goldstein shared an NPR One app analysis 
revealing that a mere 18 words into a segment, people are deciding whether they will continue listening. Another study shows an 
attrition rate of 40% in the first 7 minutes. Longer podcasts should expect that two-thirds of the audience will vacate somewhere 
between 20 and 60 minutes. “This suggests that audience consumption patterns among podcast listeners may not be so different 
than other forms of audio,” Goldstein said. He added that Nielsen data has shown that traditional radio time spent listening averages 
about 10 minutes to one item or one station. His take on the ideal podcast length is about 25 minutes, which equates to the average 
commute time for many listeners. “The empirical evidence is overwhelming,” Goldstein 
concluded. “The longer the podcast, the less chance there is for completion.”

CBS Says ‘Play.it’ Proud At Podcast Upfront. CBS Radio used the stage of the first-
ever podcasting Upfront to unveil seven new shows for its burgeoning Play.it platform. The 
company also announced that Play.it content is generating more than 15 million monthly 
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listens across CBS Local Digital Media’s properties, partner sites and apps. The new mostly weekly shows range from comedy 
to “Cosmo,” and from politics to hip-hop. Among them are “Cosmo Happy Hour,” hosted by Elisa Benson of Cosmopolitan.com, 
covering pop culture, sex and fashion; “The Tom Green Radio Show,” a one-hour program hosted by the comedian; “The Brouhaha 
with Ana Marie Cox,” a political chat show hosted by the Wonkette founder; “Rap Radar,” coming from the popular hip-hop website; 
“The Jason Fitz Show,” featuring a mash-up of football, comedy and entertainment; “The Global Travel Conspiracy,” hosted by 
blogger-photographer Gary Arndt; and “The Grill,” hosted by Sharon Waxman, founder and CEO of Hollywood news site The Wrap. 
CBS was joined at the Interactive Advertising Bureau’s inaugural Podcast Upfront Showcase by ESPN Radio, AdLarge, Midroll, 
NPR, Panoply, Podtrac, WNYC and other players in the fast-growing space. Each of the participants had 20 minutes to preview 
their latest programming for advertisers and media buyers. Separately, PodcastOne added six new shows to its network lineup. 
“Name Dropping with Ian Fitzsimmons,” “Total Soccer Show,” and “Mohr Sports Los Angeles” have been added to its sports roster, 
while “Bulletproof Radio” and “Ben Greenfield Fitness” are new to its health and fitness category. And celebrity blogger, author and 
TheDirty.com founder Nik Richie will host a program on the PodcastOne platform, which boasts some 200 shows. 

Broadcasters Battle FCC Over AM Window. Instead of opening an exclusive window for AM stations 
to obtain FM translators as part of its AM revitalization order, the FCC is considering a one-time window 
(or pre-approved waiver) to allow the relocation of FM translators up to 250 miles. The disclosure was 
made by the Audio Division’s Peter Doyle in September 1 meetings with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth 
attorney Francisco Montero, and David Honig and Jim Winston, execs at, respectively, the minority 
rights groups MMTC and NABOB. According to a letter by Montero filed with the commission, Doyle 
said the key issues to be addressed in the proposal were the supply of translators and translator 
prices. The Media Bureau has tentatively concluded the proposal would be beneficial to AM stations. 
But Winston and Montero said the 250-mile waiver for relocating translators could be worse than 
doing nothing because it would create an opportunity for larger stations to corner the market on the remaining translators, which 
are expensive and out of the reach of smaller AM stations. Without increasing the number of translators, bidding wars for those 
that remain would result, which would further drive up the prices, they argued. Meanwhile NAB CEO Gordon Smith met with FCC 
commissioners Ajit Pai, Mike O’Rielly and Jessica Rosenworcel to talk about chairman Tom Wheeler’s decision not to include the 
exclusive translator window for AM stations in the agency’s revitalization order. During the meetings, the NAB called such a window 
“critical,” especially for small market broadcasters attempting to serve their local communities. Without it, the Commission could no 
longer claim that it is “revitalizing” the AM band, the NAB said. It also rebutted claims that AM radio lacks a diversity of viewpoints 
and accused the Commission of what it called “increasing hostility towards localism.” 

Lawyer Sees Errors In Pre-’72 Fight Arguments. Public Knowledge has filed a friend-of-the-court brief urging the Ninth Circuit 
Court of Appeals in San Francisco to reverse a California court decision that claimed Pandora violated the Turtles public performance 
rights by streaming their pre-1972 sound recordings. The arguments made by the non-profit public interest group could mirror some 
of the rationale used by the largest radio broadcasters defending themselves in similar lawsuits. Sherwin Siy, VP of legal affairs for 
Public Knowledge, said the district court made two errors in its decision. “The first was in applying a law that doesn’t actually exist; 
the second is using a rationale to justify that law that threatens the existence of critical safeguards on copyright law like fair use and 
the first sale doctrine,” Siy said. Siy contends that the law doesn’t create a right for the creators of pre-1972 recordings to keep their 
records from being played. While they have the right under state law to keep them from being copied, the district court can’t “invent” 
the same public performance rights that exist in federal law, he argues. “In trying to conjure up a sound recording right in the state 
law, the district court made things worse by suggesting that the state law gives pre-1972 recording artists state copyrights that 
aren’t subject to fair use or other limits to copyright law,” Siy says. ABS Entertainment, which owns the rights to recordings made by 
Al Green and other artists, last month sued iHeartMedia, CBS Radio and Cumulus Media in California and New York over pre-’72 
recordings. But that litigation may be put on hold pending a Second Circuit Court of Appeals decision on whether the owners of 
older recordings have public performance rights under state law.
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Indy Radio Creates Social Engagement Kings. Social interaction continues to become an integral part of all media, and 
several Indianapolis radio stations have figured out the balanced formula for doing it right. A new survey from audience insight firm 
Shareablee offers a “Social Scorecard” of newspapers, TV and radio stations in the market—with four radio stations ranking in the 
top 10 for social engagement. Holding three of those places is Radio One, with No. 5 rhythmic CHR 
“Hot 96.3” WHHH, No. 6 urban AC WTLC-FM (106.7) and No. 8 urban gospel “The Light” WTLC 
(1310). At No. 7 is Entercom’s hot AC “107.9 The Mix” WNTR-FM. “We absolutely love the personal 
and rabid connection our listeners have with radio and with social media,” Radio One-Indianapolis 
VP/GM Chuck Williams tells Inside Radio. “They complement their life.” The company’s WHHH leads 
the market on Instagram, with nearly 125,000 “actions,” 276% more than any other local property on the platform. That station 
logged a total of 1.3 million social media actions between the survey period of February-August 2015. TV stations proved to be the 
overall frontrunners in the Shareablee survey, with WRHT-TV, WXIN-TV, WRTV-TV and WISH-TV in first through fourth place, The 
Indianapolis Star at No. 9 and WTTV-TV at No. 10.

In Indy, Campaigns Keep Listeners Tuned In. Audience Insight firm Shareablee’s “Social Scorecard” of newspapers, TV and 
radio stations in the Indianapolis market confirmed what several local radio stations already knew—memes, Facebook, statuses, 
selfie campaigns, hashtag campaigns and anything else you can think of will win you digital engagement with listeners. Four 
of the market’s radio stations stood out successful campaigns. WHHH and WTLC-AM/FM PD Karen Vaughn says, “Across all 
radio brands we craft campaigns which deliver instant gratification to listeners,” among them WHHH-FM’s Double Tap Tuesday. 
Throughout the day, the station’s on-air talent post contest memes and ask listeners to like or “Double Tap” the picture for a chance 
to win a qualifying prize randomly. “It has been one of the driving forces behind Hot 96.3’s Instagram account growing to No. 1 
in the city,” says Vaughn. Vaughn tells Inside Radio that Radio One’s stations utilize all station social media and digital platforms 
to connect and engage with listeners. On WTLC-AM, “we launched an inspirational meme campaign where we post positive 
memes, encouraging word art and feel-good messages, which has assisted Praise Indy with an increase of Facebook followers 
by over 50%.” She says that the overall goal is “to consistently engage listeners across all social media and digital platforms to 
bring them back to the station.” And at WTLC-FM, a summertime “#TLCCookoutCrashers “ campaign encouraged listeners on 
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram to suggests cookouts to crash over the Memorial Day Weekend. “The response was massive,” 
she says. “Listeners all over Indianapolis wanted the station to stop by their homes or park gathering to hang out with them during 
the holiday.”

Royalty Targeted In House Copyright Review. The U.S. House Judiciary Committee is conducting what it terms “a listening tour” 
as part of an upcoming comprehensive copyright review (including for music), kicking off with a roundtable discussion in Nashville on 
September 22. Organized by committee chairman Bob Goodlatte (R-VA) and ranking member John Conyers (D-MI), it will involve 
a wide range of music industry professionals, with future roundtables forthcoming. The sweeping review includes copyright issues 
regarding movies, TV programming, books, video games, computer software—and music, which, of course potentially affects 
the radio industry. The National Association of Broadcasters is fighting legislative efforts to end radio’s long-standing exemption 
from paying a performance royalty. This week, as part of that effort, the NAB added two House members and one Senator to the 
Local Radio Freedom Act, its anti-royalty resolution. With their addition, the non-binding resolution has 208 cosponsors in the 
House and 20 in the Senate. Goodlatte and Conyers represent the opposing side, in favor of a performance royalty for radio. In a 
joint statement, they said, “In the coming weeks, the House Judiciary Committee will conduct several roundtable discussions to 
hear directly from the creators and innovators about the challenges they face in their creative field and what changes are needed 
to ensure U.S. copyright law keeps pace with technological advances.” The comprehensive review of U.S. copyright law was first 
raised in 2013 in a speech before the World Intellectual Property Day celebration at the Library of Congress. This past July, House 
members began meeting with committee members for input, with almost 50 meetings ongoing through the end of the summer. To 
date, the House Judiciary Committee has also held 20 hearings with testimony from 100 witnesses. 
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Nielsen Goes Deeper On Hispanic Segments. The trend toward segmenting audiences based on characteristics that go 
beyond just age and gender is deepening in the Hispanic marketplace. Nielsen has partnered with cross-cultural market research 
specialist Culturati to launch a new consumer measurement product that slices and dices Hispanic demos to include factors 
such as attitudes and values. The newly minted Nielsen-Culturati Hispanic Segmentation combines shopping data from Nielsen’s 
Homescan Panel with Culturati’s attitudes and values-based U.S. Hispanic segmentations. The 
companies say the new product will allow marketers to track brand results by bicultural and other 
key Hispanic segments and uncover the motivation behind shopper and consumer behavior. The 
segmentations are available now for Nielsen’s Homescan and Spectra clients to help in developing 
marketing plans, in-store programs and communications strategies. But marketers may eventually 
be able to overlay the Culturati data with PPM numbers to buy Hispanic radio audiences using the new segmentations. A Nielsen 
spokesperson says the company is working to adapt it to different Nielsen products including Nielsen Audio. The four attitude-
based segments include Latinistas (culturally Hispanic), Heritage Keepers (bicultural), Savvy Blenders (bicultural), and Ameri-
Fans (culturally American). Monica Gil, senior VP and general manager of multicultural growth and strategy at Nielsen, says the 
new segments reveal “distinctions and nuances between each sub-segment of the Hispanic consumer market.” As the cohorts in 
each group continue to grow, marketers “need to understand the commonalities and differences among the Hispanic consumer 
set,” Gil said. 

Unified Deal Aids iHeart Programmatic Plan. Marketing and analytics tech company Unified has raised $30 million in funding 
and increased its credit facility with Silicon Valley Bank to $10 million. The equity funding was led by iHeartMedia, which partnered 
with the company in June and made an undisclosed investment in it. Unified’s customers are in the automotive, consumer packaged 
goods, consumer technology, entertainment and financial service industries. The company says it will use the financing to accelerate 
development of its data platform and software applications, for sales expansion, and to enter new markets. Dave Donohue, Unified 
VP of corporate communications, told TechCrunch that the company intends to expand its data offerings into broadcast advertising, 
hence the partnership with iHeartMedia. Announcing the alliance in June, iHeart said it would allow the broadcaster to combine 
its audience data with Unified’s analytics technology to bring the power of attribution, audience identification and impact analysis 
typically associated with digital marketing to the scale of broadcast media. “We specifically chose iHeart because of the strategic 
value they brought to the table in terms of data sets—it’s not just cash,” Calvin Lui, Unified’s president and chief strategy officer, told 
TechCrunch. Together with ad technology company Jelli, Unified provides one of the building blocks for the automated platform that 
iHeart is constructing to enable it to sell advertising programmatically. 

BMI $1B Revenue Sings Like a No. 1 Hit. BMI is fanning its tail feathers with the announcement of record-breaking revenue and 
royalty distributions for the fiscal year ended June 30. The performance rights organization, which collects royalties for songwriters, 
generated total revenues of $1.013 billion—the highest in its history—while distributing $877 million to affiliated songwriters, 
composers and music publishers. That total represents a 4% increase over last year and the company’s largest distribution ever. 
Since 2005, BMI’s collections have increased about 40%, according to The New York Times. Revenue from media licensing, 
including radio and TV (33% of the total $721 million in domestic revenue) and cable & satellite entertainment (34%), reached 
record levels of $484 million; general licensing revenues of $137 million (19%), which comprises bars, hotels, fitness facilities and 
restaurants, followed. Next in line is $100 million in digital revenue, a 54% increase over last year. That category includes Amazon, 
Apple, Netflix, Pandora, Spotify and YouTube. The Times notes that the digital category now makes up about 14% of BMI’s domestic 
revenue; in 2003, it was only 3%. The company’s one downturn was international revenue, at $292 million, down 5%, which BMI 
blames on changes in foreign exchange rates. BMI processed nearly 600 billion performances, more than 500 billion of which were 
digital, a 25% increase from last year. More than 1.2 million unique musical works were identified across the various digital services. 
The organization represents 700,000 songwriters, composers and music publishers. Rival ASCAP reported revenues of $1.001 
billion for its fiscal year, according to The Times.
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On The Inside with... Peter Smyth

As chairman and CEO of Greater Media, Inc., Peter Smyth, oversees 21 
AM and FM radio stations in the competitive Philadelphia, Boston, Detroit, 
Charlotte, NC and New Jersey markets. But like any top manager, Smyth 
believes in the basics—good content, the importance of local, a good digital 
and mobile presence and making it “all about the people.”  As the industry 
continues to evolve, Smyth shares with Inside Radio his take on his company’s 
formula for success, the strategies for finding political dollars, and how digital 
helps extend brands and grow revenue. An edited transcript follows.

IR:  Today’s consumers have so many media choices. What does it take  
 for your radio stations to remain successful?

We are about investing in great content and being local radio-committed to 
the community. We have to earn the audience and the users’ appreciation 
every day. I don’t care if you own 1,000 stations, it is all about the people. 
When broadcasters can focus on great content, great experiences happen. 
We focus on how can we have line extensions on our core brands and get 
on as many platforms as possible. We want to have a presence on mobile 
and make sure our interactive websites are very usable. For instance, 
WMMR [Philadelphia] has done an incredible job with the ‘Preston & Steve’ 
morning show using over-the-air, digital and social media. It is quality 
content from a local radio station. Another example is WRIF in Detroit. It is 
an iconic station with a dominant morning show, ‘Dave and Chuck the Freak.’

 
IR:  You have stations in key battleground states. Heading into the election advertising season, what do you expect   
 from your stations in political dollars?

We’re not sure how much will go into radio yet, but it will be substantial. PAC monies have changed the world dramatically, 
and political advertising season seems to go on forever. But we want to protect our core business. We’re not going to add 
inventory. We need to make sure we do the right thing by our clients and that our stations are priced properly. We also need 
to make sure we’re in touch with the campaigns. They’ve been buying some radio inventory already. 

IR:  Radio touts its ‘Iive and local’ attributes as its advantage. How do your stations capitalize on this?
This is a local business. Audiences want to hear local content and local personalities. Like a great song, a great radio station 
will survive and be there for a long time. I’m not a big syndication guy and I’m the antithesis of some of my peers. People 
want to be connected to a local entity that will say, ‘It is OK and we’ll keep you informed.’ That one-on-one contact, you can’t 
buy that. Local content is expensive; I’m not going to say it is an inexpensive way to run a business. But if you want to run a 
sustaining business, local content is important. I don’t care what Ryan Seacrest tells me; he is not here. I find that when a 
local personality can read a commercial or give a live endorsement, that moves the needle.

IR:  What are your priorities with digital and how are you monetizing it so far?
With digital and mobile, you want to activate engagement. It helps us mine more data and data equals money and gives us 
the knowledge of what we’re doing right and what we’re doing wrong. It gives you a 360-degree approach to media marketing. 
And when you can repurpose content you’re creating for video or on social media, you can increase revenue substantially. 
That’s what drives eyeballs and page views and all the other metrics everyone is screaming for. But it all comes back to having 
great content and great expectations.

IR:  What’s a good example of this?
We’ve been very fortunate in our ability to use video. It is becoming a substantial part of our revenue picture. [WMMR’s 
morning hosts] Preston and Steve have put together a video program, ‘The Daily Rush’ that they air on the station’s website 
and on YouTube, and Comcast’s on-demand system. We can run two or three video ads in pre-roll and sell it for a good 
number. They are also very aggressive on social media and have so many followers that they can activate engagement very 
quickly. When you do this, you’re repurposing content. We want to be on as many devices as possible.

E-Efforts: Smyth talks about e-commerce opportunities and the importance of apps only at InsideRadio.com.
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